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ABSTRACT
The per-packet signature mechanism in NDN is a basic mechanism
to provide in-network security. Consumers can validate provenance
and integrity with the public key-based signature attached with
each Data packet. However, the creation and validation processes
of signature cause significant performance bottlenecks in both of
consumers and producers. The embedded manifest mechanism was
proposed to ease the signing overhead for streaming data producers;
a signed manifest packet being composed of digests of subsequent
Data packets is inserted per bundle of Data packet while each
Data packet has only its digest as SignatureInfo. For a large file,
the embedded manifest mechanism still needs producers to sign
multiple manifest packets. The basic idea of proposed mechanism,
Canary, is to enable per-segment provenance and data integrity
validation with only one signing operation of producers even for a
large file by exploiting the properties of Merkle tree.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the current NDN protocol [1], it adopts a per-packet signature
scheme to validate Data packet by default. However, signing and
validation of each packet with a signature has performance issues.
Even the state-of-the-art servers equipped with two Intel 8-core
Xeon processors can generate up to about 6,000 RSA signatures per
second [2]. To ease the signing overhead, the embedded manifest
approach [3] has been proposed.
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The approach is based on embedded manifests which have di-
gests of subsequent Data packets. According to [3], only the mani-
fest packet itself is signed by producers and other Data packets have
only digests of themselves. An example of content segmentation
with embedded manifest:
/a/b/0 - manifest segment containing /a/b/1, /a/b/2, a/b/3 names with digests
/a/b/1 - data segment
/a/b/2 - data segment
/a/b/3 - data segment
/a/b/4 - manifest segment containing /a/b/5, /a/b/6, a/b/7 names with digests
/a/b/5 - data segment
...

This approach has an advantage that provenance and integrity
of each data segment can be verified with only its digest and signed
manifest containing the digest. When using a segment size of 1,500B
and the file is a video of 1.5GB, then it requires 50,000 signing op-
erations when assuming 20 message digests in a manifest packet.
This is a significant improvement over the original NDN approach
which requires 1M per-packet signing operations. This approach
cuts down the overhead of signing operation by 1/k when there
are k digests in a manifest. It has achieved notable performance
enhancements in general. However, it still needs n/k signing oper-
ations when there are n segments in a data file.

This paper proposes a novel per-segment provenance and in-
tegrity verification mechanism, Canary, with only a single signing
operation independently of data file size. Canary provides prove-
nance and integrity validation with a single signature regardless
of the number of chunks in a file, which utilizes Merkle tree [5].
Canary reduces greatly the number of signing operations of pro-
ducers to only one, which is a significant improvement compared
to n signing operations of original NDN per-segment signing and
n/k signing operations in embedded manifest mechanism.

2 CANARY DESIGN
In Canary, a Merkle tree is generated using the whole sequence
of Data segments of a data file. A producer only signs the root
hash of the Merkle tree and sends it as the first Data packet. Each
Data segment has a list of hash nodes of Merkle tree which are
required to verify itself with the signed root hash. A new type of
SignatureInfo is defined for the list of hash nodes.

As in Figure 1, when a consumer requests a data file, a producer
responds with a Canary manifest packet containing signed root
hash which will be used to validate subsequent Data packets in
addition to a list of data segments. The number of required signing
operations of producers is only one regardless of the number of
segments.

Figure 2 explains per-segment provenance and integrity verifica-
tion procedure for a 16-segment data file in Canary. Dk is the kth
Data segment, Hk is the hash of Dk , and Hi−j is the hash of Data
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Figure 1: The overall structure of Canary

segments from Di to D j . A consumer receives the Canary manifest
at first. Then it knows the root hash of Merkle tree and a list of of
all data segments of a data file. From the list, the consumer request
the first Data segment, D1, which has Merkle tree node values, H2,
H3−4, H5−8, and H9−16. After receiving the first segment, through
calculation of H1, H1−2, H1−4, H1−8, and H1−16 which is the root
hash, the consumer can verify the provenance and integrity of D1.
The second Data segment D2 needs no Merkle tree node values
because of required node values for D2 are already calculated or
received in D1 verification stage. D3 should be sent with H4. The
remaining Data segments can be verified with the same procedure.

Canary can be applied without any modification for dynamic
contents such as live streaming video due to the buffering charac-
teristics of real-time streaming services. The real-time streaming
services such as YouTube and Netflix do buffering of its contents in
the unit of about 2 to 10 second chunk before transmission to adapt
to network speed variation [4]. A thousands of Data segments will
be buffered and Canary can reduce the producing overhead sig-
nificantly by running the same mechanism to each buffered video
chunk.

Figure 2: Analytical comparison of number of signing oper-
ations

Figure 3 shows the comparison of required signing operations
of Canary compared with existing mechanism, for static data file
producing and live video streaming. The data file is assumed as
1.5GB and buffered video chunk size as 3MB, and data segment size
is 1,500B and each embedded manifest contains 20 digests. For a

data file of n segments, native NDN producer should performs n
signing operations, and embedded manifest mechanism reduces it
ton/k operations, and proposed Canary reduces greatly the number
of signing operations of producers to only one.

The number of signing operations in original NDN increases
linearly with the increase of data file size. The embedded manifest
reduced it significantly compared with the original mechanism. The
proposed Canary maintains the number as one regardless of data
file size. Canary reduces greatly the number of signing operations
of producers to only one, which is a significant improvement com-
pared to n signing operations of original NDN per-segment signing
and n/k signing operations in embedded manifest mechanism.

Figure 3: The Comparison of The Number of Signing Opera-
tions for a Static File and Live Video Producing

3 FUTUREWORK
The architectural benefits of Canary are promising. The key idea of
Canary is to exploit the concept of Merkle tree validation into the
NDN chunk validation process. As the next step, we are planning to
implement Canary mechanism for consumers and producers, and
perform benchmark test of end-to-end file producing and retrieval
performances.
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